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WHY 1066:

IS IT JUST ABOUT HASTINGS?
By Max Ashley, 22 January 2016

Anglo-Saxon king with his witan. Biblical scene in the Illustrated Old English Hexateuch (11th century), portraying
Pharaoh in court session, after passing judgment on his chief baker and chief cupbearer. ED: please note the term
“Pharaoh”

Ask any native English speaker what 1066 is and you’ll
get a correct answer. It’s in game show questions, board
game questions and pub night trivia questions. You may
not get much in the way of depth in the answer but as to
date there has been only one person who didn’t know the
answer and this happened only recently and in an English
speaking country by a native speaker.
While living abroad in a non English speaking country I
started to wonder why so much significance is put on the
date and for quite awhile I considered it was just part of
the curriculum of all English educational systems and
after all, it is a major event in the course of English
history. It seemed that this date was a common
denominator of all English speakers regardless of which
colony or continent they came from, or which level of
education the English speaker had or had not achieved.
This “common limited knowledge” played on my critical
mind and drove me to question the 1066 common
denominator question, which the more I looked at it and

the more people I questioned it began to appear to me
more as marketing or branding than history. Maybe it is
but I’ll get to that later.
So, naturally we all know the answer to the question is
The Battle of Hastings, which resulted due to the death
of Edward the Confessor and the subsequent crowning of
Harold
Godwinson
and
with
the
blessing
of
the Witenagemot, also known as The Witan, thus setting
in motion a three way dual for the throne that was
contested by William of Normandy and Harald Hardrada,
King of Norway, both claiming title to the throne due to
previously made promises, pledges and sacred oaths.
Click for a pronunciation of Witenagemot.
This three way dual resulted in attacks from both of the
other parties; Hardrada attacked on September 25th at
Stamford Bridge and William attacked at Hastings on
October 14th. The result; apart from more blood shed in
a country that was already drenched in blood and the
decimation of English nobility, was the crowning of
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William now know as William The Conqueror on
December 25th 1066.
All wrapped up very simply and with far more names of
players and locations than one would normally get in an
answer from an native English speaker and relatively
clean-cut for a rather confusing and murky part of our
history that includes sacred oaths and promises, which
are hard to substantiate when the main player, Edward
the Confessor, is dead.
What initially caught my attention though was the council
that had placed Harold Godwinson on the throne after
the death of Edward, the Witenagemot or Council of
Witan or simply the Witan? A council that placed kings on
the throne? I had never heard of this council before or of
its functions. The more I looked the more I was puzzled
to the limited and conflicting information of a council that
supposedly had so much clout. Their roles and functions
and status differ considerably depending on the expert
being asked.
Witangemot
Witenagemot, or Witan as it became more commonly
known when Christianity reached England in circa 600. It
means “meeting of wise men” and its origins can be
traced to ancient Germanic principles, which means the
origins of this societal body is directly connected to
Odinistic Law and the Nine Pillars of Virtue. Comparisons
are often made to the ancient Germanic general
assembles or Folkmoots although this comparison
debases the power and status of Witenagemot although
it is a valid description when comparing the Witenag emot
after the crowning of William in 1066.

The initial page pf the Peterborough Chronicle Translation

After Christianity slaughtered the majority of wise men
and wise women of the United Kingdom and forced the
population into renouncing their faith and their laws the
Witan then consisted of the main players of society;

noblemen, clergy and merchants, which interestingly
didn’t necessarily represent the political will of the time
and seems to still have strong connections to their
origins. The function of the Witan varies dramatically
depending on your source from simply advising the
Crown on decisions that were to be made for the people
to being able to crown and de-throne Kings depending on
the political and Geo-political climate at the time. This is
quite a variance in description of roles and functions and
status.
It is sad to write that our present day Parliament is often
said to have evolved from Witenagemot. I can not find
any comparison between Parliament, past or present,
and the original Witenagemot as Parliament complies
with only 2 of the 9 Noble Virtues; self reliance and
industriousness (for themselves and corporations) and in
its present modern form can in no way be considered to
operate for the people.
Before and After
As our history is taught in a “cherry picking” style of
giving dates and events and more often than not
omitting the events leading up to the date or the short
and long term results it pays to take a look a both ends
of the date of 1066.
Looking at the lead up to 1006, Edward the Confessor
had succeeded his half brother Harthacnut, son of Cnut
the Great, in 1042 until his death in 1066. Even though
there is once again conflicting judgments to his rule, it
seems that he was a considerate and charitable king that
stood for his people as the Witan stood by him and then
after his death crowned Hararold Godwinson who had
been Edward’s closest adviser. Edward was celebrated
with a St Edward’s Day celebration, which suggests be
was a benevolent ruler. William the Conqueror was
changed his day to St Williams Day after he claimed the
crown.
After the Battle of Hastings William the Conquer
demanded to be King of England, something I thought
was already decided when he won the Battle of Hastings
and the subsequent death of Edward the Confessor, but
no, he had to ask the Witenagemot, which turned him
down, after all they had placed Edward on the throne in
the first place. William then began razing England,
starting in the south and moving north burning all in his
path. After being turned down again by the Witenag emot
he continued his razing, moving around London and
continuing north, hence the void of old wooden
structures in southern England today. Eventually the
destruction and suffering of the people was too much for
the Witenagemot and they agreed to hand the crown to
William who was crowned on 25 December 1066.
The Precedents
What then transpired is what I perceive to be the basis of
the “common denominator of limited knowledge” or the
marketing of the date1066.
Once crowned, one of the first official actions of William
was to disband the Witenagemot and replac it with curia
regis, or the King’s Court a body that had limited status
and power that made decisions on behalf of the people
for the people. In this form with its decreased power and
satus it can be compared to a Folkmoots.
William then set two incredible precedents that still affect
us to this very day.
Firstly, by royal decry he announced that the crown
would now be hereditary to forever follow his
Merovingian bloodline.
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Secondly and most importantly he declared that all the
land, and that is ALL THE LAND, was now and will forever
be Crown Land thus removing the rights of all indigenous
Britons from their land, which had been a basic right up
until this moment. This also severed spiritual and cultural
connections enabling the crown to be able to move
groups of people ie the Picks and it has lead to the
present land lease of England today. One could also say
that it was the basis of the violent occupation of Northern
Ireland by English forces.
In Australia where there is a high percentage of land
ownership amongst the population the Crown can still
claim any land at will. Unbeknownst to most of the
population is that when you purchase land you are
actually only buying the top 30cm of soil. What about the
rest? That of course belongs to the Crown, which
therefore owns all minerals. It makes a mockery of the
term now used for the former British Empire, the
Commonwealth. Common-Wealth…yeah, right. On the
lighter side it also suggests that swimming pools should
be renamed “crown pools”.
So, how many cultures and people does this 1066 affect?
All the countries under the former British Empire now
known as The Commonwealth for a start and they are:

Sources:
*http://www.worldcat.org/title/witenagemot-in-thereign-of-edward-the-confessorastudyintheconstitutionalhistory-of-eleventh-century-england/oclc/59014504
*Before Parliament: The Witenagemot
*http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/bayeux.htm
*http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/normans/1066_
01.shtml
*http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=su%3AGreat+Brita
in+History+Edward%2C+the+Confessor%2C+10421066.&qt=hot_subject
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon_Chronicle
*http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/normans/overvi
ew_normans_01.shtml
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1066
* http://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/1066-theyear-that-changed-everything.html
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There could be more as I am not too sure of the Land
Laws and Rights of the United States.
Why Marketing or Branding
In selling 1066 as just the victory of William The
Conqueror all references to the Witenag emot and its
roles and power are deflected where most people history
students will learn of the battle of 1066, which should be
battles of 1066, and thus are kept from their actual
history. Yes, history is told by the victor and in
acknowledging this one assumes that not all that is told
is factual or better said; not all the facts are told.
In a similar way this can be seem in the retelling of WWI.
We are constantly bombarded by the story of Gallipoli.
Every year it is the same same; a new documentary
about Gallipoli. Always approaching an event from a
predetermined stance or perspective and neglecting and
ignoring all of the surrounding facts and issues then
wrapping it in emotion to dull and befuddle any cognitive
ability.
It’s time we start questioning the story and the
storyteller and reclaiming what is rightfully ours.

http://www.5gtr.net/shows.html#Phi In TheSky
*

Phi In The Sky Mon 10pm-1am
Presenter: Max Ashley

Hosted by Max Ashley, Phi In The Sky is a 3-hour
objective view of our often illogical life here on the 3rd
rock from the star. Max delves into the story of “us” by
examining thought, the mind, consciousness, theories,
philosophies, ideologies, both accepted and unaccepted,
predictive programming, the hierarchy of control and
much more. Max takes us back to re-address past events
and the facts or what is know and can be substantiated
from these events or actions, which gives us a clearer
picture of the actual reality of reality. Every week Max
gives a rundown on "the week that was", reviews of
interviews that break the official narrative, news of
archaeological discoveries that change the story but get
no lame stream media coverage, as well as his own
interviews with leading researchers and experts from a
variety of fields.

For more phi in the sky vist phiintheskyradio.

________________________________________________
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Michael Mazur reflects on missing Malaysian Plane MH370
*
Recap: Mazur musings in March 2014
Flight MH370
Wednesday, 26 March 2014 01:52:22 -0400
What happened to MH370? - A possible scenario from M Mazur, Melbourne, Australia
*The plane is on the sea bed of the Gulf of Thailand.

The Malaysian government knows the plane is not in the
southern Indian Ocean, and is doing a frantic distraction.
*The average depth of the Indian Ocean is 3,890mtrs.
They themselves don't know what next distraction to pull.
Rivero was saying this morning that the first item - the 24mtr
*The average depth of the Gulf of Thailand is 45mtrs.
The 777 is resting intact on that sea bed, with the top of thing, spotted a week ago was a dead whale, according to the
Chinese aboard their ship.
the fuselage just 35mtrs from the surface.
***
The tip of the vertical stabiliser just 25mtrs from the surface.
When they forced the plane down by remote control they didn't On 27 Mar 2014, at 6:32, "orion" samizdat@telkomsa.net
realise that the Gulf of Thailand is just a shallow continental
wrote:
shelf, not a fjord, until someone told them a week later.
Read your comment about Gulf of Thailand as resting place.
Panic!
How do you know that? It is very interesting. Or is it just a
That's why a week ago ALL media was directed to ceaselessly guess? Why was the plane brought down in the first place? A bit
push for the southern Indian Ocean as being the final resting more info would be appreciated. Tks . Regards. C.M.Mathey
place, but which must not be proven wrong with the retrieval of
***
the debris sighted there - which debris is seeded non airliner
Sent: Thursday, 27 March 2014 8:42 AM
junk, and is why they're making up bad weather stories daily, so
Subject: Re: Malaysian aircraft
that when it clears, all the debris somehow is no longer visible.
More than a guess.
But trust us, the 777 is somewhere down there at 3,890mtrs.
Israel's payback for Malaysia holding a War Crimes Tribunal
Case closed they will try and say.
which heard the evidence of Israel's crimes against the
Ocean going bulk carriers cannot have a draft of more than Palestinians in the Shabra and Shatila camps in Lebanon in
24mtrs.
1982, and also against the Palestinians in Gaza in 2008/9.
All added up, one can visualise the bottom of a bulk carrier Last November Israel was found guilty of war crimes on both
scraping the top of the fuselage of the 777, or bending over the counts.
vertical stabiliser.
That was strike two against Malaysia.
The real horror is going to be when non state actors, fishermen In January of last year the Malaysian PM visited Gaza, a first for
for example, keep encountering this massive object not far a non Arabic head of state.
below them, and the story will spread . . and professional divers That was strike one.
will get to hear of it . ...
There was no strike three.
Can the CIA/Mossad assassinate them all?
Thanks for your interest.
No they can't.
Mazur

------------------------------------------------------------

January 2016 – Think about it:

Nakhon Si Thammarat province is some 400km to the west of the point of last Malaysian
control tower contact with MH370 over the Gulf of Thailand

Local people inspect the curved metal debris hauled onto
the Nakhon Si Thammarat province beach by fishermen
on 23 January 2016. In the Bangkok Post article dated 25
January 2016, the key paragraph reads:
Thai aviation experts who had inspected the plane
wreckage confirmed Sunday serial numbers found on its
bolt parts belong to the Boeing 777 model'.

Flight MH370 flew to this point (circled) on its flight plan
to Beijing late on March 8, 2014, then veered back over
Malaysia and the Indian Ocean. Thai fishermen found the
debris Saturday just off the Nakhon Si Thammarat coast,
shown by the red target. (Graphic Flightradar24.com,
Bangkok Post)

********

Mazur considers ...
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1. Out board end cap: barnacles, either individual, or in clumps, are circled in green. Not all are circled, just enough to
show the range of distribution. Since the end cap is rimmed in barnacles, it must all have floated below the waterline.
The strip is marked with the red line to show that it could emerge from the water, but as it lies between the outer
edges of the barnacle clusters marked A and B, it also shows that these latter did not grow out of the water.
As no explanation is offered, perhaps the green circles marked 1,2, and 3, are to better hilite these barnacle clusters.

2. We see that there is a substantial accumulation of barnacles on the near outboard end of the flaperon, as well as
some growth on the far inboard end. As there is little or no growth between these two areas, it means it must also
have been submerged by virtue of lying between those two submerged areas.

3. This view offers more detail of the inboard end of the leading edge. Growth is quite heavy, though only the tips of
the barnacle clusters extend outward beyond the plane of the leading edge.
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4. It’s fairly self-evident that the top surface was immersed.

5. At the damaged trailing edge of the flaperon barnacle
clusters grow in profusion possibly because attachment is
6. Another view of the barnacle preferentially encrusted
more secure.
trailing edge of the flaperon.
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less weathered than the surrounding area - a mysteriously
clean rectangle. It seems that something was clamped
to the “lighter patch” that isn’t normally attached to a
flaperon, and which was detached after the part spent
some time in the ocean. Since it’s hard to imagine this
happening without human agency, perhaps it was part of a
tethering/untethering operation ?

7. Barnacles showing a distinct preference for the rough
over the smooth, the hidden over the open - on the
inboard endcap.

10. The location of the mysteriously clean rectangle
depicted on an intact flaperon.

11. Parts of the flaperon
8. Here we see the underside surface of the flaperon with
the trailing edge at top. The underside does not exhibit the
same degree of encrustation as we see on the top side.
Note the presence of barnacles on the bottom of the
trailing edge and the bottom of the inboard end cap.
Barnacle growth is much less profuse on the bottom than
it is on the trailing edge, but there are enough individuals
present on this portion to suggest that the entire bottom
edge of the outboard end cap must have been submerged.
So, therefore, must also have been the entire underside.
Note that the numbers “1,” “2,” and “3” correspond to the
clusters of barnacles marked likewise in pic one.

12. `Barnacles do not land randomly, like plant seeds, but
actively sniff out an object’s surface in the cyprid stage
before settling down in the spot they like best. While they
prefer living in the shade, they even more prefer cracks
and crevices, and dislike a smooth surface. You can see
several places on the top of the flaperon where they’ve
preferentially settled down into dings and divots. Most of
the broad expanse of the upper and lower surfaces they
have avoided, most likely because it’s just too smooth and
exposed. They especially seem to like the exposed broken
honeycomb on the trailing edge, which presumably offers
a nice rough surface for holding fast to. Here they are
living in quite high density, with some actually growing on
top of one another.`- Jeff Wise.
9. On the inboard edge of the upper face one can observe
a peculiar strip where the surface appears considerably

***
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Mazur raises some forensic questions by the presence of barnacle encrustation genus Lepas, on the Boeing 777 flaperon found on Reunion Island in July 2015
From the time of the discovery of the flaperon on Reunion
Island, the government and media narrative has been
holding to the line that given the currents and winds
prevailing on the Indian Ocean, the flaperon drifted from
an area probably two thousand kms south west off the
coast of Western Australia to eventually wash up on the
eastern shore of Reunion Island.
Given that the time elapsed from March 2014 to July 2015
is 16 months, some marine biologists have observed that
the age of the largest Lepas barnacles on the flaperon is
approximately 4 months, when a known reference growth
period - that occur on the bottom of a specific boat, of the
largest Lepas barnacles was 8 months.
Factor in that the average depth of the Indian Ocean is
3,890 meters, and that Lepas barnacles flourish near the
surface only - though have been found at 600 meters,
why aren't the Lepas barnacles on the flaperon bigger?
Since Lepas barnacles flourish near the surface, abhorring
any exposure above the surface - too stressful – it leads
to questions about the buoyancy of the flaperon, for the
reason that both the upper and lower broad surfaces
seemed to be equally encrusted with Lepas barnacles.

That is to say, for the flaperon to have been buoyant, the
surface uppermost would have had to have been exposed
above the water, which would have killed any incipient
Lepas barnacles on its uppermost surface, though green
algae would have proliferated, taking the stress of an
alternating wet and dry surface much better.
But if the uppermost surface of the flaperon is to remain
just below the surface of the water, then all buoyancy is
lost, and there is no reason why it would not then sink to
the bottom, especially as continuing growth of Lepas
barnacles would then keep adding heavier-than-water
weight to the flaperon.
Conclusion:
That flaperon could not have been floating in the water
for 16 months, partially submerged, for the reason, to
recap, the Lepas barnacles would have been absent from
the uppermost side, leaving just green algae to flourish
on the uppermost side.
In writing this very brief synopsis I am indebted to the
www.jeffwise.net site which acquainted me with some
fundamental characteristics of the Lepas barnacle, and
also gave some pointers on the physics of flotation.

_________________________________________________
Are
William Shakespeare &
Geoffrey Chaucer
Politically Incorrect?

***********************************************************************************
William Shakespeare and Geoffrey Chaucer teach us that there is nothing new under the sun as regards
humany, in particular in human sexuality. The noise emanating from today’s sexual anti-discrimination
industry indicates the only “newness” is that such individuals belonging to a minority class of people
have adopted the Talmudic-Marxist death dialectic in order to gain supremacy over the majority of
individuals who refuse to submit to their agenda. Uncompromisingly they seek to change society and
declare the “abnormal” as “normal”, the “deviant” as “mainstream”! Philosophers regard such
endeavours as signs of our western society plunging into hedonistic-nihilistic decadence, the proverbial
Spenglerian UNTERGANG. – Fredrick Töben, 27 January 2016.

_______________________________________________
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Oregon Standoff Turns Violent: Leading Spokesman Dead
By John Friend — JANUARY 27, 2016 AFP
According to local reports, Ammon Bundy, the leader of
the occupation of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge,
and a number of other individuals close to him are now
in federal custody after being stopped by Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) and Oregon State Police on US
Highway 395 roughly 20 miles north of Burns, Oregon.
Robert “LaVoy” Finicum, who AMERICAN FREE PRESS
interviewed while at the Refuge, was reportedly killed by
law enforcement officers. Ryan Bundy, Ammon’s older
brother, was shot and wounded during the violent
confrontation, and was subsequently taken into federal
custody.
Also arrested were Joseph D. O’Shaughnessy, 45, of
Cottonwood, Arizona, and Pete Santilli, 50, of Cincinnati,
the combative Internet broadcaster known for his
showboating and aggressive manner while recording and
live streaming during the standoff. Both men face
conspiracy charges of impeding federal officers.
Bundy and his entourage were reportedly traveling to a
community meeting that was organized and scheduled by
residents in the town of John Day, a small community
just north of Burns. The Oregonian, one of the largest
newspapers in the state, reported that several hundred
locals gathered at the John Day Senior Center before
being told Bundy and his supporters would not be
speaking at the event.
At 4:25 pm PST, FBI officials and the Oregon State
Police released a
joint
statement describing
“an
enforcement action to bring into custody a number of
individuals associated with the armed occupation of the
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge,” according to the press
release. “During that arrest, there were shots fired.”
Finicum, who served as a spokesman and leader of the
occupation, was a Mormon rancher with 11 children. He
told NBC News on January 5 that he would rather be
killed than arrested.

The standoff taking place in southeastern Oregon took a
dramatic turn in the late afternoon hours on Tuesday,
January 26.

“There are things more important than your life, and
freedom is one of them,” Finicum said.
Nevada
Assemblywoman Michele
Fiore,
who
has
supported the Bundys in the past, told local media
outlets that Ammon Bundy called his wife after being
detained by law enforcement authorities, informing her
that Finicum was cooperating with law enforcement
officials before being shot and killed. That allegation has
not yet been confirmed.
Emigrate While You Still Can! Learn More . . .

“My dad was such a good good man, through and
through,” Arianna Finicum Brown, 26, one of Finicum’s
11 children, told The Oregonian. “He would never ever
want to hurt somebody, but he does believe in defending
freedom and he knew the risks involved.”
In an interview with The Oregonian on Monday, January
25, Finicum noted that “the tenor has changed” between
his entourage and the federal authorities they were
negotiating with. “They’re doing all the things that shows
that they want to take some kinetic action against us,”
Finicum told The Oregonian.
The violent confrontation between law enforcement
authorities and the protesters came days after county
and state officials in Oregon insisted the federal
government intervene, forcefully if necessary, to end the
occupation.
Ammon and Ryan Bundy, along with at least five other
individuals associated with the occupation, are currently
in federal custody. They are facing “a federal felony
charge of conspiracy to impede officers of the United
States from discharging their official duties through the
use of force, intimidation, or threats, in violation of Title
18, United States Code, Section 372,” according to the
official statement.
TENSIONS RISING
Tensions had been rising in southeastern Oregon as the
standoff at the Refuge in Harney County entered its
fourth week. On January 20, Oregon governor Katherine
“Kate” Brown submitted a letter to the U.S. Justice
Department and FBI Director James Comey urging
federal officials to take “swift” action against the
occupiers.
“While it is easy to assume that an occupation in such a
remote location does not threaten public safety and does
not harm any victims, that perception is far from
accurate,” the governor stated in her letter. Governor
Brown described the occupiers as “armed criminals who
appear to be seeking occasions for confrontation,” an
allegation Ammon Bundy, Finicum, and other leaders of
the occupation strongly disagreed with.
The Oregon governor went on to insist that the federal
government find a prompt resolution to the standoff, and
end the occupation of the Refuge. “Efforts to negotiate
have not been successful, and now it is unclear what
steps, if any, federal authorities might take to bring this
untenable situation to an end and restore normalcy to to
this community.”
The Oregonian, Oregon’s leading newspaper, also
published an editorial urging the occupiers to end their
protest and leave town on the same day Governor Brown
issued her letter to federal authorities.
On Monday, January 25, Harney County Judge Steven E.
Grasty, joining Governor Brown in her call for swift action
against the protesters occupying the Refuge, argued the
time is now for federal authorities to bring an end to the
occupation.
“They need to move, they need to make a
decision,” Grasty recently stated. “Are they going to
arrest these people? Are they going to blockade the
facility?”
Federal authorities had emphasized their desire to take
an extremely cautious approach to handling the standoff
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in an effort to avoid violence. Those participating in the
occupation and protest also emphasized they were not
instigating or enticing a violent confrontation with law
enforcement authorities either. They insisted that they
were simply interested in having their legitimate
grievances addressed by the proper authorities.
As we know now, those desires did not play out.
At various community meetings in Harney County over
the course of the past two weeks, local residents
expressed their disapproval of the ongoing occupation
and the outsiders behind it. Although numerous Harney
County residents, including ranchers and private property
owners, sympathize with the Hammonds and are critical
of many of the federal government’s land management
policies in the county, many locals are getting tired of
the occupation and the disruption it is causing to their
daily lives.
“You should just go home, and I hope somebody catches
you on the way, and you go to jail where you deserve to
be,” Isabelle Fleuraud, pointing at Ammon Bundy from
across
the
bleachers, stated
at
a
community
meeting held on January 19 in Burns, the county seat.
Supporters of Harney County ranchers Dwight L. and
Steven D. Hammond, who surrendered to federal
authorities in early January, took over a number of
federal buildings on the National Refuge on January 2 in
protest of the re-sentencing of the Hammonds following
a federal appeal of their original sentence.
The protesters and occupiers have maintained that the
Hammonds, as well as other local ranchers and private
property owners in Oregon and across the United States,
have been harassed, mistreated, and intimidated by
federal agencies maintaining vast amounts of land owned
by the federal government. The federal government has
no Constitutional authority to even own the land,
protesters claim.
Ammon Bundy, the iconic leader of the occupation now in
federal custody, and others submitted a detailed redress

of grievance to local and state officials in Oregon in
December, emphasizing the plight of the Hammonds and
the unjust treatment they have received by the federal
government. Thus far, the issues and concerns they have
raised with officials have yet to be responded to and
addressed.
Local and federal authorities have asserted that the
demands issued by the occupiers, which include releasing
the Hammonds from federal prison as well as ending
federal ownership and management of grazing land and
the massive Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, are not
feasible and contrary to established law and legal
precedents.
County officials, including Harney County Sheriff David
M. Ward and Grasty, were entirely unwilling to even
engage with Bundy and his entourage, at least when
it came to addressing their concerns with federal
management of vast amounts of land in Harney County.
According to a spokesman for the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), the federal agency responsible for
managing and maintaining land owned by the federal
government, the BLM manages over 60% of the county.
Bundy and his supporters engaged in dialogue with
representatives of the FBI late last week in an effort to
resolve the ongoing standoff. However, on Friday,
January 22, Bundy questioned the FBI’s legal authority to
operate in Harney County. In a confrontation with
Harney County sheriff’s officials, Bundy demanded to
know whether or not Harney County officials granted the
FBI authority to operate in the county. Harney County
officials informed Bundy the FBI did in fact have
permission to operate, and that local and state agencies
were working closely with the federal government in their
response to the standoff.
http://americanfreepress.net/oregon-standoff-turnsviolent-leading-spokesman-dead/

______________________________________________

China deploys in the Near East
By Thierry Meyssan, VOLTAIRE NETWORK | DAMASCUS (SYRIA) | 25 JANUARY 2016
The Chinese President, Xi Jinping, has embarked on a tour
of Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Officially, he will not be speaking of politics, but only of
economy. China is proposing that the states of the Near
East participate in the construction of a new « Silk Road »

in order to enhance their development and liberate
themselves from Western colonialism.

The Arab world today is dominated by the United States,
who are intent on exploiting it and hindering its
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development. However, numerous revolts, in Palestine,
Syria, Iraq, Yemen and Bahreïn, attest to a will to
resistance which is in contrast to the voluntary servitude
of the Europeans.
This game, entirely controled by Washington since Henry
Kissinger’s diplomatic successes, has been upset, on the
one hand, by the Russian military intervention in Syria
and, on the other hand, by the return of Chinese
commerce, which dominated the Mediterranean in late
Antiquity and the Middle Ages.

Prince Mohammed bin Salman welcomes the Chinese
delegation at Riyadh airport, on the 16th January 2016.

It is in this context that President Xi Jinping has
undertaken journeys to Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the
Islamic Republic of Iran, with the aim of opening up
sections of a new communications route which will be,
according to the slogan of the Chinese leader since 2013 « a beltway, a road ».
This indicates both an earth-bound route, like the old «
Silk Road » and a maritime route like the one imagined
during the Ming dynasty by Admiral Zheng He. In order to
succeed in this project, which is of capital importance,
and which has been in preparation for the last ten years,
the People’s Republic of China last year created the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), of which the three
states that Xi is visiting are members – even though Iran
has not yet ratified the treaty.
Although the Chinese President avoids mentioning politics
and directly opposing Western interests, his economic
project, if it were to come about, would lead to SinoRussian leadership of the world, and would mark the end
of the thalassocratic empire of the United Kingdom and
the United States.
It would be wrong to believe that Beijing is uninterested
in politics and is absent from the region on the political
level. China supported the combat of the Palestinian
Resistance, which opened a representative office in
Beijing many years ago. In 2006, Chinese air-sea missiles
enabled Hezbollah to prevent Israël from bombing the
Lebanese coast. And according to a number of experts,
these missiles were not piloted by Arabs, but by Chinese
advisors. Today, China has invited itself to the
negotiations concerning Syria, and over the last few
months, has received representatives from all factions.
However, Xi has limited his political interventions during
his journey.
The People’s Republic of China produced a blockbuster
film in 2015, Dragon Blade, about the «Silk Road» during
late Antiquity. It is aimed at demonstrating that Empires
do not necessarily have to be enemies, but can cooperate for their recciprocal interests.
Saudi Arabia
China is Saudi Arabia’s main client, from whom it imports
70 billion dollars worth of oil per year. It is hoping the
Saudis will allow Chinese merchandise to cross their state

[or more accurately, their property]. However, the
Chinese and the Saudis are rivals in Pakistan, and are
fighting a bitter war in the Xinjiang. For at least a decade,
the United States have been recruiting Chinese jihadists
via the Saudi services, during the pilgrimage to Mecca.
They are often Uyghurs, and are piloted by the Turkish
services to commit terrror attacks in the name of the
Islamic Emirate, originally in Western China, but now all
over the country.
King Salmane and President Xi together inaugurated the
refinery in Yasref-Yanbu, on the country’s West coast. It
is the first refinery built abroad by Sinopec. It cost 10
billion dollars, and is owned for two thirds by Aramco and
one third for the Chinese company. This gigantic factory,
built in the space of two years, is an investment which
appears when the US International anti-Daesh Coalition
have already bombed and destroyed all the equivalent
Chinese investments in Iraq. In the event of a future
partition of Arabia, the refinery will find itself in a state
constituted around the holy mosques.
President Xi also met with the General Secretary of the
Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) in order to set up a free
trade area, and also the secretary of the Organisation of
Islamic Co-operation.
In 2009, Chinese national television broadcast a 59episode series on the life and voyages of Zheng He, the «
grand eunuch of the three jewels », who, in the 15th
century, attempted to restore the « Silk Road », but this
time by sea. He built a fleet of 70 ships and 30,000
sailors. He made the pilmgrimage to Mecca, sailed up the
Red Sea to Egypt, and then journeyed down the coast of
Africa as far as Mozambique. The series makes a point of
the pacific nature of his 7 expeditions. For reasons of
internal politics, at his death, his writings were burned,
the Emperor dismantled his fleet, and China withdrew into
itself for 600 years.
Egypt
On his arrival in Egypt, President Xi met his opposite
number, General al-Sissi. The two men assessed the work
involved in the extensions to the Suez Canal. Last year,
the Western powers had been astounded by the Pharaonic
scope of the project and the huge effort made by Cairo,
considering that Egypt is unable to feed its population and
only survives thanks to help from the Saudis. It is now
clear that this enterprise, which makes no sense in terms
of current global business, is part of China’s middle-term
project.
A vast industrial zone has been opened at the exit of the
Canal, 120 kilometres from Cairo. Unprecedented
investments have been planned, which will allow the
employment of 40,000 Egyptians. Already, the Chinese
have invested in Egyptian quarries, to such an extent that
stone has become the backbone of commerce between
the two states.
Besides this, China is participating in the construction of a
new Egyptian capital.
Cairo, which was in Nasser’s day the main Arab power,
has progressively withdrawn from the international stage.
The victory of President al-Sissi over the Muslim
Brotherhood, coupled with the relative stabilisation of the
country, now enable him to consider the possibility of
Egypt once again asuming that place. The disovery by
Italians of considerable reserves of oil promise the rapid
resolution of his economic problems, and already allow
him to borrow money on the international market.
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The Chinese delegation, remembering the relations
between the two states in the time of Nasser and Zhou
Enlai, met with the President of the Chamber of Deputies,
Ali Abdel Aal, and installed an institutional co-operation
with the People’s Assembly.
President Xi and his Egyptian opposite number publicly
declared their support for the political process in Syria
and challenged any attempt to overthrow the régime by
force. However, they did not specify the content of their
exchanges on this subject.
Finally, President Xi addressed the Arab League. He
underlined the enormous commercial potential of the
region and the necessity for peaceful collaboration
between nations in order to accelerate economic
development.
The Islamic Republic of Iran
As I write these lines, President Xi has just arrived in
Iran. The two nations have a long common history since
Antiquity, as demonstrated by certain statues in
Persepolis, and the Chinese influence on Iranian painting.
In the Middle Ages, the « Silk Road » bypassed India, and
traversed Central Asia to cross Iran, then Iraq and Syria.
Since President Ahmadinejad, Iranian universities have
reduced their teaching of English and increased the
practise of Chinese.
For Beijing, Iran is not simply a historical stage on the «
Silk Road », but a neighbouring culture from which it has

long been separated, a natural partner which, because of
its Muslim identity, allows it to enter more easily into an
Arab world which it perceives overall as backward and
violent.
The People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation
have announced their intention to make the Islamic
Republic of Iran a full member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. This decision, which had been
postponed during the period of Western sanctions, will
make Teheran a major actor in international relations.
Keep in mind :
China intends to continue the construction of the new
Silk Road through the Arab world. It has already obtained
the extension of the Suez Canal. It is acting prudently
with Saudi Arabia and seems more comfortable with
Egypt and Iran.
Beijing is interested in commercial exchanges with the
Near East, but even more so with Europe by way of the
Near East.
Although it abstains from demostrating on the political
level, China is discretely present with the Arab Resistance
movements against Western imperialism. Iran will shortly
become a full member of the Shanghai Co-operation
Organisation.
Translation: Pete Kimberley

http://www.voltairenet.org/article190054.html

_______________________________________________
How Beijing and Hong Kong sent billionaire George Soros packing
the last time he attacked Asian markets

The history of how George Soros has affected currencies
and economies in Asia is remembered with some bitterness
PUBLISHED : Wednesday, 27 January, 2016, 11:56pm, UPDATED : Thursday, 28 January, 2016, 11:00am
Zhou Xin zhou.xin@scmp.com
READ MORE:
Short the Chinese economy? How absurd, says Premier Li
Keqiang as war of words with billionaire investor George
Soros heats up

George Soros, billionaire and founder of Soros Fund
Management LLC, says a hard landing for the Chinese
economy is unavoidable. Photo: Bloomberg

History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme, the
American humourist Mark Twain is often quoted as
saying.
So when billionaire investor George Soros said last week
that a hard-landing in the Chinese economy was
“unavoidable” and that he was shorting Asian currencies,
the country’s central bankers could be forgiven if they
recalled the poetic justice of a hard-won financial battle
18 years ago, when Hong Kong was the battlefield and
Soros was defeated.
In 1998, Soros, whose aggressive currency trades were
blamed for destroying the Thai and Malaysian economies
in the Asian financial crisis a year earlier, turned his
attention to attacking Hong Kong markets. On that
occasion, Hong Kong, backed by Beijing, faced him with
an unprecedented HK$118 billion stock-buying spree to
prop up stock prices and defend the currency peg in
August 1998.

“Today’s situation has some similarities to then,” said
Shen Jianguang, the chief economist with Mizuho
Securities Asia in Hong Kong. “It’s hard to attack the
yuan, but it’s possible to attack the Hong Kong markets.”
The Hong Kong dollar is pegged to the greenback, but it’s
also viewed as a proxy of the yuan and the Chinese
economy. With bets on a weaker yuan growing, the Hong
Kong currency and stock markets have already witnessed
turbulence, while Beijing is engaging in a war of words
with Soros.
“A big brother like Soros will have a lot of followers when
he says something, but it will be another matter when
people are asked to put money down to follow his bet...”
On the surface, 18 years on, China has little reason to
fear Soros – its economic size is now 10 times that of
1998 when Zhu Rongji (朱鎔基), then premier, pledged
repeatedly that China would not let the yuan follow other
Asian currencies in weakening. The country’s foreign
exchange reserves, despite recent outflows, are still the
world’s largest at US$3.3 trillion, 20 times the level of 18
years ago.
But Soros’ comments about a hard-landing come at a
critical time for China.
Decades of dazzling growth have left the country needing
to address massive overcapacity, huge piles of debt, and
what some believe is an obviously over-valued currency.
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Public confidence in Beijing’s ability to manage its
markets is weakening after missteps in both the stock
and currency markets.
“Where we are going tomorrow and the problems we face
today, are very much a function of what we have been
and where we came from,” said Stephen Li Jen, a
managing partner at SLJ Macro Partners LLP, a Londonbased hedge fund management and macro-research
advisory firm.
As China had done little in the past decade to float the
yuan but had allowed accumulative trade betting on its
appreciation, international investors like Soros now saw a
chance to attack, said Jen, the former global head of
currency research at Morgan Stanley.
Whether Soros – who has previously announced his
“final” retirement from fund management to focus on
“political philanthropy” – can gather enough resources to
undermine the yuan or the Hong Kong dollar is open to
question.
“A big brother like Soros will have a lot of followers when
he says something, but it will be another matter when
people are asked to put money down to follow his bet,”
said Chen Xingdong, the chief China economist with BNP
Paribas in Beijing.
“Many are worried that Soros could attack China, the
yuan and the Hong Kong dollar as he did to ... the baht,
but I don’t think he still has that power.”
The People’s Bank of China controls the onshore yuan
market and carries huge influence in the offshore yuan
market in Hong Kong, making it hard for Soros to
develop shorting strategies against the currency, he
added.

“When Soros blew the war horn in 1997, many domestic
companies and individuals in Thailand or Malaysia
followed him, instead of their government, to change
money into dollars,” said Sun. “China is different – all the
major banks listen to the government, the majority of
financial assets are in state hands, and a meeting with
the financial bosses can put all of them on the same
line.”

George Soros, billionaire and founder of Soros Fund
Management LLC, gestures as he speaks during an
interview at the World Economic Forum (WEF)in Davos,
Switzerland. Photo: Bloomberg
READ MORE:
Communist mouthpiece accuses billionaire investor
George Soros of ‘declaring war against China’

For China, however, the true risks may not be about
imminent dangers from investors like Soros, but the
country’s long-term process of embracing marketoriented reforms.
READ MORE:
George Soros tempers praise for Beijing with warning on
risks

While Bank of Japan governor Haruhiko Kuroda is
advising China to tighten capital account controls,
economists are warning such short-term measures bear
long-term costs.
When Malaysia adopted strict capital control measures
during the Asian financial crisis to defend the ringgit and
curb capital outflows, short-term stability was achieved
at the cost of undermining investor confidence in
Malaysia, said Shen with Mizuho.
“If China is going to be a reserve currency issuer, a
genuine reserve currency issuer, it should tolerate more
currency flexibility”, said Jen at SLJ Macro Partners .
At a meeting in December 1997, Zhu, then a vicepremier, told the country’s central bankers and financial
executives that China was “lucky” to not be directly
involved in the financial crisis in Asia thanks to its closed
financial system.
Even so, the crisis had halted moves to open China’s
capital account, Zhou Xiaochuan, the central bank
governor, wrote in an article published in 2014.
“China still lacks a systemic or comprehensive
assessment of the [1997] crisis, and especially for the
general public and leaders who are not involved in
economic work decisions, this financial storm just left
them with a few shallow impressions,” Zhou wrote.
Now, with Soros knocking on China’s door again, it’s time
to see whether China has learnt any lessons from
history.

In 1998, Soros was forced to walk away from Hong Kong
with losses. He later praised the Hong Kong
administration’s efforts under then-financial secretary
Donald Tsang Yam-kuen.
When Soros visited Hong Kong in 2001 he said local
monetary authorities had done “a very good job when
they intervened to arrest the collapse of the Hong Kong
market”.
Sun Lijian, a professor with Fudan University in
Shanghai, said Bejing could adopt capital account control http://www.scmp.com/news/china/economy/article/19
measures and leverage its state-controlled financial 06325/how-beijing-and-hong-kong-sent-billionairegeorge-soros-packing
system to fend off speculation.

_____________________________________________
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Controversial French comedian Dieudonné denied entry to Hong Kong, Cyberport shows cancelled

French performer flies back to Paris after being
detained and two shows are cancelled

PUBLISHED: Thursday, 28 January, 2016, 1:50pm - UPDATED : Friday, 29 January, 2016, 1:03am
Danny Lee danny.lee@scmp.com
After seven hours of questioning the comedian was
released.
Speaking from France his son, Merlin M’bala M’bala , told
the South China Morning Post that his father had been
told entry was denied “for immigration reasons”.
“The official explanation they gave was for an
‘immigration reason.’ They didn’t explain more, ” Merlin
M’bala M’bala said.
“It seems the immigration officers were aware of his
arrival and were waiting for him. Dieudonné wanted to
enter as a normal French citizen that has always wanted
to visit Hong Kong, which was part of the reason he
came,” the son added.
According to organisers, around 300 people were set to
Dieudonné M’bala M’bala was the inventor of the quenelle watch M’bala M’bala perform over the two nights.
hand gesture, which has been likened to a reverse Nazi
Local fan David Chevalier, who was due to watch the
salute. Photo: AFP
A controversial “hate-speech” comedian with links to the performance, criticised what he called the authorities
attempts to smoother free speech. “It seems all the
far-right was on a plane back to Paris last night after
speech of Dieudonné about freedom, and freedom of
being denied entry to Hong Kong where he had hoped to
speech in Hong Kong and therefore in China is finally
perform two shows.
French comic Dieudonne M’bala M’bala was detained by hopeless.”
immigration officials at Hong Kong International Airport M’bala M’bala tried to enter Hong Kong as a tourist after
shortly after 7:30am yesterday after arriving on a flight delays to his working visa application meant it did not
arrive in time. “Immigration clearly blocked this working
from Bangkok following a trouble-free show in the Thai
visa,” Merlin claimed.
capital.
Israeli consul general Sagi Karni praised the government
The block on Dieudonne’s entry came after high-level
diplomatic interventions by Israel and France, who for “taking the right measures.”
warned that his planned appearances – at a Cyberport “Who wants to import anti-Semitism, racism, holocaust
venue last night and tonight – could have led to disorder denial and sympathy to Jihadist terrorists into this
beautiful society?” he said.
and even violence if they went ahead.
A spokesman for the French consulate said they were not
While declining to comment on an individual case, a
aware that the comic’s group had been detained.
spokesman for the Immigration Department said: “We
Last week, M’bala M’bala told the Post he would come to
are committed to upholding effective immigration control
Hong Kong to perform and promote peace.
by denying the entry of undesireables.’’
Dieudonne, who has convictions for inciting racial hatred The types of individuals blocked from entering Hong
through his anti-Semitic jokes and comments, insists the Kong in recent years has varied. Mainly, political activists
gesture is simply anti-establishment. However, he has have been affected, including Xiong Yan, a former
Tiananmen Square protestor and exiled dissident, who
failed to distance himself from groups and individuals
was blocked last April after arriving at the airport.
who have posted photographs of themselves doing the
http://www.scmp.com/news/hongkong/lawcrime/articl
quenelle outside synagogues, Holocaust memorials, e/1906414/controversial-french-comedian-dieudonneJewish schools and even at the infamous Nazi death deniedentry-hong
camp at Auschwitz in Poland.
________________________________________________________________________________

***The Genesis of hate speech***
 הרשע נאום- lashan hora - evil speech
**********************

Kouchner’s Rage:

Portrait of a Warmonger and Immigrationist
Guillaume Durocher, January 27, 2016
Bernard Kouchner is a senior French politician and has
some part of the world. He served as France’s foreign
for decades been a common face in the media, typically
minister between 2007 and 2010.
promoting this or that “humanitarian intervention” in
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I was tremendously struck by a passage in Paul-Éric
Blanrue’s book on Sarkozy and the Jews[1] in which he
mentions Kouchner’s hysterical reaction to one of his
friends mentioning “the Jewish lobby.” Numerous senior
figures, including President François Mitterrand and
Prime Minister Raymond Barre, have noted that the lobby
is a major player in French political and cultural
life.[2]Blanrue’s book more generally uses Sarkozy’s
career to explore the secular trend in France of the
steady replacement of vestigial Gaullist elites, still
vaguely committed to French independence, by
neoconservative and globalist elites.
Jacques Séguéla, a wealthy French advertising man,
recounts that he was on a cruise with Kouchner and his
wife Christine Ockrent (then the head of France’s
international state media, including Radio France
International and TV station France24):
I incidentally mentioned, I no longer remember in what
context, without any racist intent, the expression “Jewish
lobby.” What had I said? Bernard jumped up at once and
locked himself in his cabin. Christine [Ockrent, wife, DG
of France Monde, TV5 Monde, France 24, RFI], went in as
a scout, she came back bearing a Kouchnerian diktat: “I
will leave this anti-Semitic boat first thing in the
morning!” I didn’t sleep the entire night. At the crack of
dawn, I broke into apologies without really knowing what
had been my sin.[3]

Kouchner laughs when questioned about reports of organ
trafficking under his watch in Kosovo.

This episode, I believe, will resonate strongly with many
people who have had to interact with strongly-identified
Jews whenever their perceived core interests are stake.
Kouchner displays astounding emotional intensity and a
sense that he is entitled to engage in unrestricted
emotional blackmail against a friend for the smallest
unintentional slight. But what is more terrifying, for a
Jew, than the sight of goyim pointing out that Jews have
a disproportional influence, or even form a “lobby,”
in goyishe lands?
Kouchner, born in 1939, is the son of a Jewish father and
Protestant mother. Like the part-Jewish Emmanuel
Todd,[4] he strongly identifies as a Jew, saying: “to be a
half-Jew is to be twice Jewish.”[5]
Kouchner has built his entire career on the discrediting of
the notion of national sovereignty and the principle of
Western elites’ “right of intervention” (droit d’ingérence)
anywhere on the globe, citing humanitarian or
democratic pretexts. He has specialized and been very
skillful in exploiting the mass media, using images of
starving children or massacred civilians, to emotionally
manipulate public opinion to accept imperialist wars.
Kouchner’s first escapade abroad was as a physician in
Biafra during the 1968 famine caused by the Nigerian
Civil War. In 1971 he founded Médecins Sans
Frontières (Doctors Without Borders) and became known
in international media as the “French doctor.” He later

rose in the ranks of the French Socialist Party, often
serving in the government.
As a senior French politician, Kouchner has exploited
virtually every opportunity to agitate for war against
European and Arab nationalists, citing his theory of droit
d’ingérence. In 1991, as a member of the French
government, he pushed for violating Iraq’s sovereignty to
help Kurdish secessionists and called for the West to
push beyond the liberation of Kuwait to topple President
Saddam Hussein in Baghdad.
Throughout the 1990s, he was part of the clique of
overwhelmingly Jewish “intellectuals” in France (BernardHenri Lévy, André Glucksmann . . .) who never saw a
war they didn’t like and enjoyed strangely systematic
media access to promote these wars. There is a famous
photo of him hauling rice into famine-wracked and wartorn Somalia.
In 1999, following the NATO bombing of Serbia in
violation of international law, Kouchner was appointed as
the United Nations High Representative in Kosovo,
effectively governor of the new ethnically-Albanian mafia
state in that province. Kosovo was run by the former
terrorists of the Kosovo Liberation Army and Kouchner
had the dishonor of presiding over astounding corruption
and criminality. Beside the oppression of the Serbs of
Kosovo, Kouchner’s Albanians allegedly engaged in a
gruesome trade of organ trafficking taken from
combatants and civilians. Whereas senior United Nations
and Council of Europe officials have backed the claims,
Kouchner dismissed the matter on Serbian television with
a hearty cackle and obscenities.[6]
In 2003, the “humanitarian” Kouchner backed President
George W. Bush’s illegal invasion of Iraq, which led to
the deaths of hundreds of thousands and the
displacement of almost 5 million people.
In 2007, freshly-elected French President Nicolas
Sarkozy appointed Kouchner to be his foreign minister,
despite the fact that the former is a nominal conservative
and the latter was a card-carrying Socialist. This move
made sense insofar as this distinction is spurious, and
both men are dedicated to the same globalist program of
neoliberalism, foreign wars, and indefinite displacementlevel African/Islamic immigration. There is no left-right
distinction in politics any more; the only valid distinction
is between globalists and nationalists. In this respect
Sarkozy and Kouchner were perfectly compatible as
globalists.
Foreign Minister Kouchner ended Jacques Chirac’s
previous policy of timid independence relative to the
United States, reintegrating France into NATO. He also
moved to have France adopt the Lisbon Treaty
reinforcing the European Union, despite the French public
rejecting a very similar “Constitutional Treaty” in 2005 by
referendum. Thus Kouchner was among the gravediggers
of President Charles de Gaulle’s previous work of limited
French independence, a balanced Middle Eastern policy,
and at least verbal opposition to American imperialism.
In 2010, the Jerusalem Post named Kouchner the
fifteenth most-powerful Jew in the world, noting that he
is “[a]t the forefront of the international struggle against
Iran’s nuclear program.”[7]
Since leaving office in 2010, Kouchner has also agitated
for war in Libya,[8]which has led to the destruction of
the stable anti-Zionist regime there and its replacement
with permanent tribal civil war. And of course he
advocated war to depose President Bashar al-Assad in
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Syria,[9] which has fueled the rise of the Islamic State.
In each case, Kouchner has advocated policies which
have led to the deaths of thousands of innocent people
while at the same time advancing the interests of Israel
by rendering the Arab states politically fragmented and
militarily impotent.
Kouchner has also asserted that whereas Iran must be
deprived of nuclear weapons, the world has “a duty to
protect [Israel].”[10] Israel, let it be recalled, is an
explicitly racist state with a Jews-only immigration policy.
Indeed, Israel has been violating international law and
ethnically cleansing the native Palestinians for half a
century. Israel has also engaged in periodic wars of
aggression. Yet Kouchner has curiously never applied his
theory of droit d’ingérence to Israel and in fact in the
past has taken the lead in cracking down on excessively
pro-Palestinian elements in the French Socialist Party.
Kouchner however is very critical of France, saying that
“France is a racist country” and claiming that President
Sarkozy “was detested also because he was the son of a
Hungarian and the grandson of a Jew.”[11] And while
asserting that the entire world has a duty to support
Israel with its Jews-only immigration policy, Kouchner
has demanded that both France and Europe respond to
the current migrant crisis by taking in more
African/Islamic settlers.[12] These migrants, incidentally,
are coming to Europe in part precisely because of the
murderous wars Kouchner has agitated for in the Arab
World. For Kouchner, it’s a win-win situation.
Bernard Kouchner’s entire life and career have been
dedicated to promoting the interests and claims of
universal jurisdiction of the American Empire and its
European satellites. He has, objectively and consistently,
agitated to destroy independent European and Arab
nations, while simultaneously promoting the perceived
interests of Jews and in particular the Jewish ethno-state
of Israel. Hypocrisy is his right, I suppose.
But it begs the question: Why was he able to serve as
foreign minister of France?**
Why is he even a French citizen?
** The short answer to this question is obviously and at
least in part the strength of “the-lobby-that-doesn’texist” meme in elite French circles. Kouchner’s president,
Sarkozy, has made unbelievably Judeocentric statements
over the years, presumably to pander to Jewish elites
and fully cognizant that such statements will not hurt
him with French voters, including most recently that
“Israel’s right to security [. . .] is the struggle of my life”
and that humanity has “contracted towards the Jewish
people a debt which cannot be extinguished.” See
Guillaume Durocher, “Paul-Éric Blanrue and the Jews:
From Celebration to Censorship,” The Occidental
Observer, September 24, 2015.
[1]Paul-Éric Blanrue, Sarkozy, Israël et les Juifs (Embourg,
Belgium: Oser Dire, 2009).
[2]Guillaume
Durocher,
“‘The
Lobby-That-Doesn’t-Exist’:
Politicians and Pundits on Jewish Influence in France,”
The Occidental Observer, October 1, 2015.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/10/%EF%BB%BFthe-lobby-that-doesnt-exist-politicians-and-pundits-on-jewishinfluence-in-france/
[3]Blanrue, Sarkozy, 108.
[4]Guillaume Durocher, “Emmanuel Todd’s Conceit,” The
Occidental Observer, November 12, 2015.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/11/emmanueltodds-conceit/
[5]Ibid.
[6]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMOtjnpDG78
[7]Steve Linde, “The World’s 50 Most Influential Jews,” The
Jerusalem Post, May 21, 2010.
http://www.jpost.com/JewishWorld/JewishFeatures/Worlds-50most-influential-Jews
[8]Bernard Kouchner, “Libya: The morality of intervention,” The
Guardian, March 11, 24.
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/mar/24/libya
-morality-intervention-united-europe
[9]“Syrie: Kouchner et Glucksmann pour une intervention
militaire,” L’Express, October 22, 2012.
http://www.lexpress.fr/actualite/monde/proche-moyenorient/syrie-kouchner-et-glucksmann-pour-une-interventionmilitaire_1177635.html
[10]“Bernard
Kouchner
:
‘Le
monde
doit
protéger
Israël,’” Courrier international, February 2, 2013.
http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2013/02/15/bernar
d-kouchner-le-monde-doit-proteger-israel
[11]“French loathed Sarkozy because of his Jewish origins, says
former FM,”The Times of Israel, October 15, 2014.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/french-loathed-sarkozy-becauseof-his-jewish-origins-says-former-fm/
[12]“Bernard Kouchner : ‘La France n’accueil pas assez de
migants,”Fdesouche, September 9, 2015.
http://www.fdesouche.com/642209-bernard-kouchner-lafrance-naccueille-pas-assez-de-migrants “Kouchner:
‘L’Europe
ne fait pas assez pour l’immigration,’” Le Soir, November 7,
2014.
http://www.lesoir.be/702013/article/actualite/unioneuropeenne/2014-11-07/kouchner-l-europe-ne-fait-pas-assezpour-l-immigration-video
****************************
Comments:
Fredrick Töben
January 28, 2016 - 9:03 pm | Permalink
For clarification, it cannot be repeated often enough when
discussions focus on the Jewish problem – Martin
Heidegger’s succinct statement, which by some is
deemed to be an antisemitic statement, to which I reply:
How can truth-telling be antisemitic or hateful?
>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live,
already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.<<
***
Guest
January 29, 2016 - 11:45 pm | Permalink
Reply to Fredrick Toeben @ 9:03pm on January 28: “How
can truth-telling be anti-semitic or hateful”?, you asked.
The answer is that in Judaism exists the concept of
lashan hora (‘evil speech’) wherein any statement, even
if it is factual and truthful, may be deemed ‘evil’,
‘blasphemous’ or dangerous to the Jewish community,
particularly if it reveals or explains Jewish beliefs or
actions. Thus, ‘truth’ is never an objective reality, but a
subjective one tied to ethnic needs and preservation of
their own people. To preserve one’s own people is moral
in itself but this is used ultimately to silence objective
truth and that will, in itself, destroy the moral nature of
any people.
***
Fredrick Töben
January 30, 2016 - 6:05 pm | Permalink
Thank you for this – it clarifies many things of which I
was but vaguely aware.
***
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